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Shoe for Girl  

If your baby is starting to take a few steps, it's time. Many parents prefer to let their children walk without shoes, which is
fine. A good amount of barefoot time can be helpful to new walkers, who need to figure out how their feet work before
having shoes on all day. There are times, though, when it's dangerous or just plain gross for baby to go barefoot, so all
babies need a pair of shoes to protect those sweet little feet from harm.

 

What Kind of Baby Shoes Should I Buy?

Baby shoes should be soft and flexible so that baby can use his or her feet properly for balance. The bottom should
be non-slip and should have plenty of traction, but steer clear of extra-thick soles that might trip baby up. High-top baby
shoes aren't necessary for ankle support, but if you do choose high-tops, be sure baby can still wiggle his or her ankles
or it may be hard for baby to walk very well. Look for shoes in a breathable material so baby's feet stay cool and comfy.

 

How Should Baby Shoes Fit?

Babies should not have to break in their shoes. After your baby has toddled around the store in the new shoes for a
while, take the shoes off and check baby's feet for any signs of chafing or pinching. If the shoes rub or seem to make
walking difficult, find another pair. You should be able to put your pinky finger in between the heel of the shoe and the
baby's foot, and there should be about a thumb-width between baby's toes and the end of the shoe.

 

Laces or Velcro?

Laces do need to be re-tied a lot, which may send parents in search of Velcro baby shoes. It's a matter of personal
choice. Lace-up shoes are harder for babies to take off. Velcro is easier to figure out for the young mind, so be prepared
for baby to learn to remove Velcro shoes fairly quickly. Try tying the shoe laces a few times in the store. You'll be tying
and re-tying these shoes a lot, so be sure the laces are long enough and easy to work with. If you choose a slip-on shoe
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for baby, put the shoe on a few times in the store to be sure it slips on easily for dressing but doesn't fall off when baby
walks.

 

When Should I Shop?

Just like adults, babies' feet can sometimes swell towards the end of a hard day. Shopping for baby's walking shoes
later in the day will ensure the shoes are not too tight when baby's tootsies are tired. Plan your shopping trip for after a
nap or at a time when your baby is normally in a good mood. Getting a cranky, tired baby to walk around and model
shoes won't make for a pleasant trip.

 

How Often Should I Buy Shoes?

Check the fit of your baby's shoes at least once a month. All babies grow at different rates, but you can expect to buy
shoes in bigger sizes at least every three to six months. Some babies, like my daughter, will require bigger shoes almost
monthly. Check for signs of wear on the shoes and be ready to replace them if the bottoms crack or if there are holes in
top or sides. Babies and toddlers will find plenty of things to trip over, so be sure their shoes aren't part of the problem!

Â 
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Adams Star Gold Sandal é‡‘è‰²å°•å‡‰éž‹
  RM20.00  

[Product Details...]

  

ADIDAS Flowers Brown Shoe ç™½æ£•è‰²ä¼‘é—²éž‹
  RM25.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Carter's Pink Lace Up Canvas Shoes
å°•å¥³ç”Ÿç²‰è‰²éž‹éž‹
  RM26.00  

[Product Details...]
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Carter's 3 Flowers Pink Shoe ä¸‰æœµèŠ±éž‹éž‹
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Carter's Embroidered Flowers Shoe åˆºç»£èŠ±èŠ±éž‹
  RM26.00  

[Product Details...]

  

CEX Flowers Red Boot èŠ±èŠ±çº¢è‰²é•´å•
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Circo Flowers Orange Shoe æ©™è‰²èŠ±èŠ±éž‹éž‹
  RM26.00  

[Product Details...]

  

GAP Pink Shoe å¥³ç”Ÿå°•å¸ƒéž‹ã€•ç²‰ã€‘
  RM26.00  

[Product Details...]

  

GAP Rabbit Pink Sandal å°•å…”éž‹éž‹ã€•ç²‰ã€‘
  RM20.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Korea Lovely Sandal éŸ©å••å‡‰éž‹
  RM42.00  

[Product Details...]
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Lovely Flowers Pink Baby Crib Shoe
ç²‰è‰²èŠ±èŠ±éž‹
  RM20.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Bear Khakis Shoe å°•ç†Šåˆºç»£éž‹éž‹
  RM26.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Butterfly Knot Pink Shoe è•´è•¶ç»“éž‹éž‹
 Call for Pricing 

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Checker Pink Shoe è•´è•¶ç»“æ–¹æ
¼éž‹éž‹
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Embroidery Butterfly Red Shoe
åˆºç»£è•´è•¶éž‹éž‹
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Embroidery Flowers Pink Pram Shoe
ç²‰è‰²ç»£èŠ±éž‹
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Embroidery Heart Pink Shoe
é’®æ‰£åˆºç»£éž‹éž‹
  RM28.00  
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[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Flower Rainbow Pram Shoe
ç«‹ä½“å¤ªé˜³èŠ±éž‹éž‹
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Flower Red Shoe ç«‹ä½“èŠ±èŠ±çº¢éž‹å•
  RM28.00  

[Product Details...]

  

Mothercare Kitten Red Shoe ç«‹ä½“å°•çŒ«çŒ«éž‹éž‹
  RM26.00  

[Product Details...]
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